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Sybille Haeussler, President
Bulkley Valley Research Centre
Sybille Haeussler is a Bulkley Valley Research Centre 
founding board member and currently serves as 
board president and chair. She is a professional 
forester and research scientist who has made her 
home in the Bulkley Valley since 1979. Sybille’s work 
addresses the dynamics, diversity and restoration 
of terrestrial ecosystems in northern B.C. and the 
application of complex systems science to improve 
ecosystem management. She is an adjunct professor 
at the University of Northern B.C. and recently 
helped to coordinate climate change adaptation 
research for B.C.’s Future Forest Ecosystem Scientific 
Council.

Welcome and opening remarks

Don Morgan, Conference Chair
Don Morgan is a natural resource management and 
systems researcher with the Ministry of Environment. 
His main research area focuses on methods for 
describing and analyzing socio-ecological systems 
with an emphasis on wildlife habitat supply. He 
applies innovative methods to explore uncertainty, 
particularly the impact of climate change on 
ecological processes and its interaction with 
resource management decisions. He is a Registered 
Professional Biologist in British Columbia, and 
has a BSc in wildlife biology and computational 
mathematics from Trent University, Peterborough, 
Ontario (1984), a BSc (honours) from Carleton 
University, Ottawa, Ontario in Quantitative Ecology 
and Computer Science (1991), and an MSc in Natural 
Resources and Environmental Studies – Biology at 
the University of Northern British Columbia (2011).
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David de Wit, Natural Resources Manager
Office of the Wet’suwet’en
David de Wit is a Wet’suwet’en member of the 
Laksilyu Clan, belonging to the House on Top of 
Flat Rock (Tsekalbaiyex). David is the Natural 
Resources Department Manager for the Office of 
the Wet’suwet’en, representing the Wet’suwet’en 
Hereditary Chiefs’ vision for their territories, 
working as one for the betterment of all. He studied 
Integrated Resource Management in British Columbia 
and completed a biology degree at the University of 
Calgary. His background 
involves wildlife habitat 
assessment, sensitive 
ecosystem preservation 
and wildlife corridor 
design. The Natural 
Resources Department 
is currently developing 
an ecosystem-based 
management tool 
that will enable the 
Wet’suwet’en to manage 
cultural and natural 
resources effectively with 
community, industry and 
government parties.  

Wet’suwet’en welcome:
Importance of Collaboration
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Doug Donaldson, MLA for Stikine
Doug Donaldson was elected MLA for Stikine in 
2009.  In the Official Opposition caucus he holds 

the portfolios of mining 
critic and deputy critic for 
energy and natural gas.  
He also chairs one of two 
policy committees within 
caucus, the Sustainable 
Economic Policy 
Committee. Prior to being 
elected as an MLA, Doug 
most recently worked in 
the community economic 
development sector. His 
formal education includes 
an undergraduate degree 
in biology and a graduate 
degree in journalism.   

Welcome from Stikine MLA
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Kelly Giesbrecht
Principal, KAGE consulting

Using place, people and politics as the foundation, 
this presentation outlines some historical milestones 
regarding resource development in the Northwest. 
From the fur trade to free trade, it will illustrate 
how some local and global influences have shaped 
economic, industrial and settlement activities in the 
region.

Born and raised in Smithers, B.C., Kelly Giesbrecht 
moved to Prince George in 1996 to attend the 
University of Northern B.C. She has a BA in Political 
Science (2001) and an MA in Human Geography 
(2003) and owns KAGE consulting, research and 
communications firm. Kelly is interested in rural 
political geography—where place, people and policy 
intersect.

Contact:
1628 Hemlock Street
Prince George, BC V2L 1H9
250.617.1387
kelly@kageconsulting.ca
kageconsulting.ca 

Historical resource 
development in northwest B.C.
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James Cuell
Director, Major Projects, FLNRO

Significant new investment is occurring in the 
Northwest as a many companies proceed to develop 
a number of major projects. Approximately $4.8 
billion in projects are under development with 
a further $10 billion in projects in the advanced 
feasibility stage. These projects range from 
hydroelectric projects, to new mines to new LNG 
facilities. 

James Cuell works for Forest, Lands and Natural 
Resource Operations and is the Director for Major 
Projects. As the director for major projects, James 
works with the companies that are seeking the 
permitting to develop resources in the Northwest.  
James has worked for the provincial government 
for over 15 years in a variety of capacities ranging 
from biologist to land use planner. James lives in 
Smithers, enjoying many of the outdoor recreational 
opportunities the area provides.

Contact:
Box 5000
Smithers, BC
V0J 2N0
250-847-7572
James.Cuell@gov.bc.ca  
    
 

Overview of new projects 
underway in northwest B.C. 
and what could come
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Jim Pojar

Jim Pojar will outline environmental concerns about 
the potential tsunami of industrial development in 
northwestern British Columbia, with some historical, 
ecological and research context.

Jim is an ecologist and forester who has lived and 
worked in British Columbia for over 40 years. He 
came to B.C. in 1970 for a PhD in botany from 
the University of British Columbia, graduating in 
1974. He is a professional biologist, certified senior 
ecologist (ESA), and was until recently a registered 
professional forester.

From 1975-78, he worked with B.C. Ecological 
Reserves Programme, in Victoria. Then he and his 
wife Rosamund settled in the Bulkley Valley, where 
from 1978 to 2004 he was employed as a Forest 
Ecologist and Research Manager for the B.C. Forest 
Service.

They moved to Whitehorse, Yukon in 2004, where 
Jim was the Executive Director, Yukon Chapter, of 
Canadian Parks & Wilderness Society. Having retired, 
they returned in 2008 to B.C. and the Bulkley Valley. 

Jim and Rosamund continue to take particular 
pleasure in natural history, gardening, their cats, and 
exploring the Northwest Cordillera.

Contact: 
jpojar@telus.net

What’s at risk? 
What are the research needs?
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Nathan Cullen was first 
elected as MP for Skeena-
Bulkley Valley in 2004 and 
has since been elected 
three times, with support 
surpassing fifty-five 
percent of votes cast. He 
is currently the Official 
Opposition House Leader. 
Nathan’s past critic 
portfolios include Energy 
and Natural Resources, 
Environment, National 
Parks, and Youth. He has 
chaired the NDP’s Green 
Economy Caucus that 
works on ways to help 
create employment while 
meeting our responsibilities to the planet’s future 
generations. Most recently, Nathan served as Chair 
of the House of Commons Standing Committee on 
Privacy, Access to Information and Ethics and was 
also the Associate Critic for Natural Resources – 
Western Canada. Before elected life, Nathan was 
a small business owner and community organizer 
in northwestern B.C. Nathan will be moderating 
Community Perspectives on Resource Development.

Contact: 
1283 Main Street, 2nd Floor, PO Box 4914
Smithers, BC
V0J 2N0
(250) 877-4140
Cullen@parl.gc.ca

Nathan Cullen,
Skeena-Bulkley Valley MP
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Taylor Bachrach
Mayor of Smithers

Taylor Bachrach was 
elected Mayor of 
Smithers in November 
2011 and prior to 
that served for three 
years as a municipal 
councillor with the 
Village of Telkwa. He 
owns and runs Bachrach 
Communications, 
a small full-service 
communications 
business based 
in Smithers that 
specializes in helping 
small businesses and 
social profit organizations deliver their messages 
using a wide range of traditional and digital 
media, including websites, social media and email 
marketing. Taylor has served as the previous chair 
of the Bulkley Valley Community Resources Board 
and as a member of the Bulkley Valley Credit 
Union’s Community Support Committee. He holds 
an honours degree in geography and environmental 
studies from the University of Victoria. Taylor lives in 
Smithers with his wife Michelle and their two young 
daughters.

Contact: 
mayor@smithers.ca
250-847-1600

Development choices 
and community resilience 
in times of change
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Daryl Hanson and Andrea Kosalko
Smithers Exploration Group

Drive into Smithers along Highway 16 and you will 
often encounter a claim to fame that statistics bear 
out: Smithers - Mining’s Jewel of the North. It’s a 
claim that has historic, current and future relevance. 
The names of historic mines reverberate across 
the years  —Duthie, Dome, Cronin. More recently 
Smithers was a business centre for Granisle and 
Bell Copper, Equity Silver, Eskay Creek and Kemess 
Mines. It is still the home for workers at Huckleberry 
Mine and the base for many dozens of exploration 
and mine development projects. 

Smithers can boast of a mineral exploration cluster 
second to none in the north. Local companies and 
individuals provide expertise, camps, transportation, 
food, etc. to projects such as Imperial Metals’ Red 
Chris Project hundreds of kilometres away.  

More specifically in 2010 Huckleberry and Kemess 
mines injected $53 million in payroll and purchase 
of goods and services into the immediate area with 
a total economic impact of $160 million. Industry 
and suppliers employ almost 1,000 people in the 
immediate Smithers region. All the people who work 
at these companies are members of the community 
who are on sports teams, belong to local clubs and 
service organizations, and raise their families here. 
With those statistics as a conservative base, it’s no 
wonder that Smithers proudly bills itself as Mining’s 
Jewel of the North.

Benefits of Resource 
Development to 
Northwest Communities
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Daryl Hanson is a project manager for Metal 
Mountain Resources and a director of the Smithers 
Exploration Group. He is a registered professional 
engineer with a degree in Geological Engineering 
from University of British Columbia and over 40 
years of experience with industry and government. 
In addition to his professional experience, Daryl has 
taught at NWCC and trained a group of successful 
First Nation prospectors.  

Contact:
Metal Mountain Resources Inc.
3431 - 19th Ave, Smithers, V0J 2N0
dh@eaglepeakresources.com
250-847-0066 
250-917-8886

Andrea Kosalko is a community relations and 
workforce development consultant and the Principal 
of Bluewood Consulting. She currently works with 
the Smithers Exploration Group as their Outreach 
Administrator and with Muldoe and Associates 
conducting community engagement work with First 
Nations communities. Andrea’s work history recently 
includes managing the multi-award winning School 
of Exploration & Mining at Northwest Community 
College for its first seven years and running a 
successful employment program for Community 
Futures Development Corporation of Nadina. Andrea 
completed a business based, bachelor’s degree in 
the UK, where she grew up. She has lived with her 
husband and children in the Bulkley Valley for 14 
years.

Contact: 
andreakosalko@gmail.com
778.210.0048
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Kelly McCormack, MBA
McCormack Management

The Port of Prince Rupert development (the port) has 
stimulated great promise for economic prosperity for 
BC’s Northern Corridor. This presentation highlights 
the importance of small business to the economic 
health of the region; the opportunities and barriers 
for small business and communities in relation to 
the port; and the critical support resources identified 
that will enhance economic opportunities.

Kelly McCormack is a 35-year resident of the 
beautiful Bulkley Valley where she spent most of 
her career in management in the retail automotive 
industry. She holds an MBA from the University 
of Northern British Columbia; owns McCormack 
Management, a business consulting firm; and is 
an active board member of B.C.’s Small Business 
Roundtable and the Smithers Chamber of Commerce. 
Kelly and her husband are avid skiers; they currently 
share their time between beautiful Francois Lake and 
stunning Smithers, B.C.

Contact: 
McCormack Management
38537 Driftwood Drive
Burns Lake, BC
V0J 1E2
250-695-6970
kmccormackmanagement@gmail.com

The Port of Prince Rupert:  
Opportunities and Challenges 
for Small Business in 
B.C.’s Northern Corridor
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Northwest British Columbia is poised to undergo 
a period of increased resource development and 
economic growth. Expanded development of our 
natural resources will make significant contributions 
to local economies and at the same time pose 
challenges to the natural environment and our 
communities. 

Educational institutions have a critical role and 
responsibility to assist communities in planning 
for the socio-economic benefits and impacts that 
local resource development could bring. There is a 
strong need for local post-secondary and secondary 
institutions to bridge gaps and build upon existing 
collaborations in order to provide a seamless, 
non-linear approach to education for citizens of 
northwest BC. This presentation will highlight 
existing case studies of collaboration between 
three local educational institutions, Northwest 
Community College, the University of Northern 
British Columbia and School District 54, and explore 
the following questions:  What are the opportunities 
for further collaboration and integration amongst 
educational institutions for the purpose of providing 
equitable access to education for communities in 
the Northwest? What steps need to be taken to 
plan for the educational and skills training needs 
of the resource development projects in the 
Northwest? What challenges exist and what further 
collaborations are needed?

Balancing the Benefits and 
Effects of Resource Development: 
Collaborative Approaches to 
Education in Northwest B.C.
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Authors:
Danielle Smyth (BSc, MNRES), Regional Director, 
Northwest Community College
Michael McDiarmid (BEd), Assistant Superintendent, 
School District 54 
Phil Burton (BEd, PhD), Chair, Northwest Region, 
University of Northern British Columbia
Regina Saimoto (MSc), Dean of Developmental 
Programs and Initiatives, Northwest Community 
College 
Tlell Glover (BEd BSc), Project Administrator, School 
of Exploration & Mining, Northwest Community 
College 

Danielle Smyth, Regional Director
Northwest Community College

Danielle Smyth (BSc, MNRES) is the Regional 
Director for Northwest Community College’s (NWCC) 
Eastern Region. She obtained a Bachelor’s Degree 
(Environmental Science) from the University of 
Guelph in 2005, and a Masters degree (Natural 
Resources and Environmental Studies) from 
University of Northern British Columbia in 2009. 
Danielle has had diverse employment experiences 
with government, industry and public sector 
organizations including UNBC where she led 
sustainability projects and the development of the 
“Green University Centre.” She has particularly 
enjoyed working with NWCC’s award winning 
School of Exploration and Mining, which helps build 
community capacity and skills in the northwest.

Contact:
250-847-4461 ext. 5812
250-877-2695
dsmyth@nwcc.bc.ca
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Michael McDiarmid, Assistant Superintendent, 
School District 54

Mike McDiarmid is the Assistant Superintendent 
for School District No. 54. He holds a BEd From 
University of Victoria and an MEd from University 
of British Columbia and originally from the Yukon.  
During the last 17 years in education, he has worked 
for three northern districts as a teacher, District 
Principal and Principal. Throughout his career, he 
has focused on change in education and supporting 
vulnerable learners. He strongly believes that a key 
to transforming education is personalization- which 
links directly to collaboration with outside agencies 
and institutions.  

Contact:
SD #54 - Bulkley Valley
m.mcdiarmid@sd54.bc.ca 
250-877-6831

Phil Burton, Chair, Northwest Region 
University of Northern British Columbia

Phil Burton is a forest ecologist with more than 
20 years of research experience in northern B.C., 
having expertise in the areas of sustainable forest 
management and ecosystem restoration. Formerly 
of Smithers and Prince George, Phil and his wife 
Carla now live in Terrace where he is an Associate 
Professor of Ecosystem Science & Management 
with UNBC, and Chair of their Northwest Regional 
Operations. He also sits on the Board of Directors for 
the Northwest Institute for Bioregional Research and 
the Bulkley Valley Research Centre.

Contact:
250-615-3333
Phil.Burton@unbc.ca 
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Rick Budhwa, Principal
Crossroads Cultural Resource Management
Karl Sturmanis, Associate
Chignecto Consulting Group
Consideration of cumulative effects must 
meaningfully involve anthropologists and First 
Nations, and embed analysis and interpretations 
within a cultural umbrella. While current resource 
management is able to effectively measure impacts 
to many different values on the land base, the 
impact to First Nations culture is more challenging. 
Regulatory processes are inadequate in recognizing 
the linkages between natural and cultural resources, 
and First Nations “sense of place” on their landscape.  
Regulatory processes simply do not emphasize the 
importance of intangible cultural resources. 

This presentation will demonstrate the necessity to 
perform Cultural Impact Assessments (CIAs). CIAs 
can manage for important shortcomings within the 
environmental assessment process. CIA allows for a 
culturally appropriate expression of concerns from 
First Nations to resource management entities (i.e. 
industry and government) that their worldview is not 
easily compartmentalized into micro-manageable 
components (such as wildlife, fisheries, water quality, 
economic, social, etc).  Each of these components 
is intimately and intrinsically linked to one another, 
occupying integral positions within a greater context. 
To understand one element, one must understand 
others within its cultural context. Current examples 
of Cultural Impact Assessment theory and practice 
from north central B.C. will also be highlighted.

Cultural Impact Assessments:  
Integrating culture with standard 
resource management perspectives
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Rick Budhwa is principal of Crossroads Cultural 
Resource Management and has been involved in 
indigenous cultural resource issues for 18 years. 
He has been formally adopted into the Gitumden 
Clan of the Wet’suwet’en. His research includes First 
Nations oral traditions and oral histories, British 
Columbia legal proceedings legislation regarding oral 
traditions and First Nations cultural heritage and land 
management. Rick has a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
anthropology from the University of Western Ontario, 
a post-baccalaureate diploma in archaeology and 
a master’s degree in anthropology/First Nations 
studies/archaeology at Simon Fraser University. He 
lives in Smithers, B.C. where he is kept very busy by 
his wife and two young boys. 

Contact:
PO Box 4343                                    
Smithers, BC, V0J 2N0      
250-877-7858
info@crossroadscrm.com

In September 2012, Karl Sturmanis started 
Chignecto Consulting Group’s new West Coast 
office based in Prince George, B.C. With a master’s 
in Community and Regional Planning, he is a land 
use planner and negotiator who draws on 30 
years of experience working with First Nations and 
governments in B.C. and the NWT.

Contact:
Office phone: 250-561-2125
Cell: 250-649-6466
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David Thompson & Ginger Gibson
Firelight Group

First Nations communities, as other communities, are 
often profoundly affected by resource development. 
They are generally consulted with by the Crown 
or development proponents. Less often have they 
proactively developed their own vision of how 
the land should be used, or negotiated adequate 
compensation for their losses. Community-driven 
processes can be used to create tools for managing 
impacts, including land use plans and effective 
negotiation strategies. 
David Thompson has 20 years’ experience in 
environmental and energy issues. He has a master’s 
degree in law and environmental economics. 
He has worked for aboriginal organizations, 
research institutes, non-profits, businesses, labour 
organizations and governments, and has led 
projects on land use planning, policy development, 
organizational governance, and traditional knowledge 
and use. 
Ginger Gibson is a negotiator and implementation 
coordinator for First Nations on mining and land use 
issues. She works as the Technical Coordinator for 
Kwe Beh Working Group for the Tlicho Government. 
She co-authored The Community Toolkit for 
Negotiation of Impact and Benefit Agreements. She 
completed a PhD in Mining Engineering at UBC and is 
now an Adjunct Professor there. 
Contact:
david.thompson@thefirelightgroup.com
ginger.gibson@thefirelightgroup.com

Taking matters into their own hands:
Community-based planning for 
development impacts and benefits
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Aaron Hill, Watershed Watch Salmon Society

River diversion hydropower—also known as “run of 
river”—is the predominant form of new renewable 
electricity development in northwest British 
Columbia. This controversial technology avoids 
some of the environmental impacts associated with 
traditional hydropower facilities involving large dams 
and impoundments. However, river diversion projects 
impact aquatic ecosystems in many ways, including 
dramatically reducing stream flows, and altering 
sedimentation regimes and flow patterns, sometimes 
resulting in fish kills. Terrestrial ecosystems are 
affected by the loss of spray zones along the diverted 
stream sections, and by extensive intrusion of 
linear infrastructure (roads, transmission lines, and 
water pipelines), among other things. Federal and 
provincial environmental assessment processes 
do not adequately address the cumulative impacts 
of multiple river diversion projects in the same 
watershed or region, along with other land uses such 
as forestry, mining, and urbanization. Moreover, 
no regional or provincial-scale planning has been 
done by government or industry to ensure that any 
new development provides the highest quantity and 
quality of renewable electricity for the least amount 
of environmental impact. Examples of such planning 
from other jurisdictions could be helpful in B.C., 
and new assessment and planning initiatives that 
are underway here have the potential to support 
an improved, more careful approach to future 
hydropower development.

River diversion hydropower 
development in B.C.: Impacts, 
assessment, and planning
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Viorel Popescu, Dept. of Biological Sciences
Simon Fraser University

Small, distributed sources of renewable energy 
are increasingly being used to meet future energy 
demand, while being viewed as a minimum-impact 
alternative to large energy projects. River diversion 
hydropower (run-of-river) is one such source that 
has a high potential for development in British 
Columbia. For example, BC Hydro’s Resource 
Options Report identified >7000 suitable run-of-
river locations in B.C. However, the adoption of this 
energy resource has not been adequately addressed 
in the land use planning and environmental 
assessment process, which currently ignores the 
potential for cumulative effects of multiple projects, 
as well as synergies with past and future land 
development. Our goal is to examine the trade-offs 
between run-of-river development and conservation 
of B.C.’s unique terrestrial and aquatic systems in 
an effort to highlight watersheds with high energy 
potential and least environmental impact. We are 
developing alternative scenarios using (1) the 
economic attributes and footprint of potential run-of-
river locations (including new roads and powerlines), 
and (2) distributions of intact old growth forest, 
iconic species such as grizzly and salmonids, and 
other province-wide environmental layers. This is a 
transparent process that can easily accommodate 
input from all stakeholders at all stages of scenario 
development. The key outputs will consist of 
alternative sets of watersheds that achieve both 
power production and conservation goals, based on 

Developing a decision-support 
tool for cumulative 
impacts of run-of-river projects
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Aaron Hill has been an ecologist with Watershed 
Watch Salmon Society for the past five years. 
He holds a master’s degree from the University 
of Montana, where he studied rivers, lakes and 
salmon populations in northwest B.C. Among other 
things, Aaron’s work at Watershed Watch focuses 
on improving the sustainability of hydropower 
development in B.C. 

Contact:
Watershed Watch Salmon Society
1037 Madore Ave., Coquitlam, BC, V3K 3B7
250-818-0054
hillfish@telus.net

Viorel Popescu has a PhD in Wildlife Ecology from the 
University of Maine. He is currently a postdoctoral 
fellow at Simon Fraser University examining the 
trade-offs between species conservation and small 
hydropower development in B.C. Viorel has expertise 
in amphibian and carnivore ecology, biostatistical and 
spatial modelling, and conservation planning.

Contact:
Simon Fraser University, Dept. of Biological Sciences
8888 University Drive
Burnaby, BC, V5A 1S6
604-340-4228
vioreldpopescu@gmail.com

the weights that stakeholders assign to economic 
and environmental attributes. These outputs can be 
used proactively to inform land use planning, thus 
alleviating potential conflicts between energy and 
environment.
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Lorne Greig, ESSA Technologies
Lorne Greig holds an MSc 
in biology, and is a Senior 
Systems Ecologist / Managing 
Partner in ESSA Technologies 
Ltd. Lorne has 37 years of 
experience in environmental 
management, including eight 
years in government and 29 
years consulting for government 
and industry clients throughout 

North America and internationally for bi-lateral and 
multi-lateral development banks. Lorne’s consulting 
experience includes conceptual and simulation 
modelling of ecological systems, facilitation and 
stakeholder / community engagement, teaching and 
supporting implementation of adaptive management, 
leading decision analysis, development of risk 
management frameworks, cumulative effects 
assessment (CEA) approaches and frameworks, 
environmental management policy advice to 
government and environmental conflict resolution. 
This mix of assignments reflects his continuing 
interest in enabling sustainable human-environment 
interactions. Lorne’s work with cumulative effects is 
rooted in his background in AM in which he employs 
a systems analytical approach to the analysis of how 
valued ecosystem components interact with their 
environment and are influenced by environmental 
forces and human developments. In this way, 
he neither views nor practices CEA as a distinct 
discipline (i.e., something additive or supplementary 
to EA) but rather approaches it as a naturally 
integrated feature of EA. 

Evening program: 
Fostering a cumulative effects mindset
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Chief Andrew George

Andrew George (left) works with his mother, Rita George, at a 
previous Bulkley Valley Research Centre conference.

The Bulkley Valley Research Centre welcomes 
back to Smithers chef Andrew George Jr., who will 
be catering our evening banquet. Andrew is an 
international culinary arts instructor and chef. He 
is also Chief Skit’den, Gitumden and Wet’suwet’en 
Hereditary Chief. Andrew has catered past BVRC 
conferences and we’re pleased to have him back!
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Harry Nelson, Faculty of Forestry
University of British Columbia 

We evaluate the concept of resiliency in the context 
of resource development where historically there 
has been little appreciation or consideration of the 
broader effects that resource development can have 
beyond simply environmental impacts. We review 
existing assessment and evaluation processes 
and their limitations, and then identify salient 
characteristics of resiliency to build a framework that 
could help us better assess these impacts. Finally, 
we discuss in more detail some methods by which 
one could start to evaluate the impact of multiple 
activities in the context of that framework. 

Harry Nelson is an Assistant Professor in the Faculty 
of Forestry at University of British Columbia. His 
area of research is in resource economics and policy 
analysis, specializing in forestry. His main area of 
research in the past three years has been on how 
climate change will potentially impact forests in 
Canada, and ways we can adapt our management 
and policy framework to address those impacts. 

Contact:
Faculty of Forestry Forest Sciences Centre 4609 - 
2424 Main Mall, UBC 
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z4
604-827-3478
harry.nelson@ubc.ca

Managing variability for resiliency:  
Constructing sustainable 
development opportunities
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Dave Daust, MSc, RPF
Sustainable decision-making for public lands 
and resources requires clearly articulating and 
separating values and knowledge. Values and 
objectives included in existing public plans need to 
be summarized, organized and periodically updated. 
Then, knowledge for each value must be synthesized 
and translated into a format suitable for decision-
making, following some basic steps: consider all 
variables, estimate risk for key variables, estimate 
uncertainty and document assumptions. Promoting 
debate among experts helps to clarify areas of 
certainty and uncertainty. Structured decision-
making compares estimated risk to acceptable 
risk for all publically-defined values in order to 
identify socially-acceptable development pathways. 
Acceptable risk must be defined a priori and a clear 
decision rationale must be presented for public 
scrutiny. Decision-making processes include technical 
complexities and system-scale pressures that can 
subvert public interest. Managers (serving the public) 
need to be more than technically competent cogs 
in a flawed system—they need to be advocates for 
continued system improvement.
Dave works at the interface of science and 
management, exploring the ecological and social 
consequences of land use policies and, more 
recently, climate change. Tools of his trade include 
GIS, landscape simulation and expert workshops. He 
and his wife Karen Price have developed frameworks 
to guide monitoring, adaptive management and 
cumulative effects assessment.
Contact: pricedau@telus.net

Making good decisions: 
Societal values and 
science in decision-making
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Terry Antoniuk, PBiol, RPBio
Principal, Salmo Consulting Inc.

To be socially and politically acceptable, cumulative 
effect management requires an understanding 
of desired outcomes for social, economic, and 
environmental values. With this knowledge, 
decision-support indicators, tools, and processes 
can be established to minimize risk of undesirable 
or unintended outcomes. We share lessons learned 
while working on cumulative effects initiatives in 
Alberta, British Columbia, Northwest Territories, and 
Yukon, focusing on key concepts, challenges, and 
approaches to define social and economic values and 
management objectives.
 
Terry Antoniuk has spent much of the last decade 
developing systems to manage cumulative social 
and environmental effects by integrating social and 
economic values into decision-support tools. The 
Adding It Up Lessons Learned presentation reflects 
input from Dr. Marian Weber, a resource economist 
with Alberta Innovates Technology Futures, and 
Steve Kennett, a policy and regulatory specialist, 
and our joint work on cumulative effects initiatives in 
western and northern Canada.
 
Contact:
Salmo Consulting Inc.
PO Box 61071, Kensington RPO 
Calgary, AB, T2N 4S6
403-266-6363

Incorporating social values 
for cumulative effects 
management: Lessons learned
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Leah Malkinson, FLNRO

Leah Malkinson is a Senior Resource Planning 
Specialist with the Ministry of Forests, Lands and 
Natural Resource Operations. Leah’s work for the 
province has included strategic land and resource 
planning, tactical and operational forest planning, 
and policy analysis and development. She is 
currently managing an interagency initiative to 
develop a Cumulative Effects Assessment Framework 
for B.C.
 
Contact: 
PO Box 9303, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC, V8W 9N1
250-387-7977 
Leah.Malkinson@gov.bc.ca

Keeping land use plans relevant: 
Incorporating cumulative effects 
assessment into the resource 
management framework
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Jessica Clogg, Executive Director & Senior 
Counsel, West Coast Environmental Law

Existing and projected industrial growth in northwest 
B.C., coupled with existing and projected climate 
change, has resulted in a heightened and growing 
need to consider the cumulative environmental, 
social and economic outcomes of developments. 
Efforts to take a more integrated approach to 
assessing, managing and monitoring cumulative 
effects raise not just scientific, but important 
governance and institutional questions. As part of 
an ongoing research project on cumulative effects, 
the West Coast Environmental Law Research 
Foundation is building on our long experience with 
B.C.’s regulatory framework for environmental 
assessment, land use planning and resource use, 
as well as legal research about best practices 
from around the world in collaborative decision-
making, to generate options for new institutional 
arrangements that address issues such as how 
to best structure collaboration between provincial 
and First Nations governments/technical staff, and 
between governmental and non-governmental 
actors; integrate best available information, including 
independent science and Indigenous knowledge, 
into decision-making; and take into account the 
diverse legal and policy regimes that are relevant 
to assessing and monitoring cumulative effects 
(i.e., which by definition cross-cut multiple resource 
specific legal frameworks). This presentation will 
summarize preliminary research findings and explore 
options for new institutional arrangements to 
structure collaboration in regional cumulative effects 
management.

Who Owns Regional Cumulative 
Effects Assessment?
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Authors:
Jessica Clogg, Executive Director & Senior Counsel, 
West Coast Environmental Law
Deborah Carlson, Staff Counsel, West Coast 
Environmental Law 
Richard Overstall, Barrister & Solicitor, Buri, Overstall

Jessica Clogg, MES, LL.B, is Executive Director & 
Senior Counsel of West Coast Environmental Law, 
where her legal practice focuses on natural resource 
and Aboriginal law. West Coast is involved in a multi-
year law reform project to enable better assessment, 
management and monitoring of cumulative effects in 
B.C.

Contact:
200-2006 West 10th Ave Vancouver, BC V5W 1W2 
604-601-2501 
1-800-330-WCEL ext. 201 
Jessica_Clogg@wcel.org
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David Hatler
Wildeor Wildlife Research & Consulting

This is an opinion piece, starting with a description 
of my background, leading from that to some 
thoughts on why the subject of cumulative effects 
is of interest, followed by a brief review of where 
we appear to be with that for wildlife in B.C., and 
why. I then move on to consider the path forward, 
with opinions on subjects such as who should be 
responsible, what form should that responsibility 
take, who should be involved, and what should be 
the short-term focus and plan. 

David F. Hatler (PhD, RPBio) is a wildlife biologist 
with 35+ years of working experience in B.C.  
He resides near Smithers and operates a small 
consulting firm that, since 1980, has provided wildlife 
research and inventory information and management 
advice to a variety of government, industry, and NGO 
clients.

Contact:
David F. Hatler
Wildeor Wildlife Research & Consulting
4931 Morris Road
Telkwa, BC, V0J 2X3
250-846-9150
davidf.hatler@bulkley.net

Practical perspectives:  
Cumulative effects on wildlife
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Servaas Mes, The Human Health Project

Servaas Mes is the founding director of The Human 
Health Project, an initiative to help individuals and 
organizations develop more efficient patterns of 
health from a philosophical, intellectual, practical and 
experiential point of view. He presents workshops 
worldwide, is a frequent guest-lecturer at San 
Francisco State University and provides post-
graduate education programs to health professionals 
in Europe. He is the founder of Mobilizing 
Awareness® Somatic Rehabilitation as well as 
Somatic Conditioning™ fitness programs.

Take for instance the operation of an existing 
business that is now adding an environmental 
perspective to its operations. Many businesses or 
other individual projects these days mitigate toward 
a higher common goal that is easily attainable within 
their own mandate. This shift usually happens after 
being exposed to a higher level of leadership. This 
rise in consciousness—that has been experienced 
within the Bulkley Valley in the past 20 years—has 
significantly advanced our current understandings of 
resources and behaviour.

We can say that the intention for this conference is 
bigger, broader and more multi-dimensional. This 
conference can be seen as an invitation to your 
consciousness to reach new levels: are you ready to 
embrace a transmutation of the mandate of projects 
and leadership into present time? Transmutational 
leadership requires an unconditional grounded 

The anatomy of 
integral leadership
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presence of all participants (industry leaders, 
governments, scientists and researchers). It is when 
all participants reach the same time zone that we 
can see a bigger picture than the moment before and 
we can begin to create the birth and embodiment of 
higher social-, economic-, environmental- and health 
& wellness programs that benefit northern B.C.

In “The Anatomy of Integral Leadership” Servaas will 
explain an evolutionary model of how you become 
a teacher, a healer, a visionary and a leader within 
your own socio-economic environment. Experiential 
exercises can be practiced to learn what it means to 
embody the space around you, when to be a leader 
that speaks and when to be a leader that listens. 
How can you upgrade your primitive streak, your 
drive to move forward, to a level of transmutational 
consciousness that is fundamental to embody before 
integrating new resource planning? How can you 
become a player that understands, participates and 
facilitates the future recalibration of our society?

Contact:
The Human Health Project
1175 Main Street, Suite 4
PO Box 475
Smithers, BC, V0J 2N0
250-877-3528
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Byng Giraud, Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Imperial Metals

This presentation examines where the environmental 
assessment process’ strengths and weaknesses 
lay from a corporate perspective and touches on 
cumulative effects from the point of view from an 
individual project.

Byng Giraud is Vice President, Corporate Affairs 
for Imperial Metals Corporation. He is also chair 
of Ridley Terminals, a coal port in Prince Rupert. 
Previously he was a vice-president with both the 
Association for Mineral Exploration B.C. and the 
Mining Association of British Columbia. Prior to that 
Byng worked for a number of top Canadian public 
affairs agencies and in positions with the provincial 
government. Byng has also worked as an assistant 
to provincial MLAs, federal MPs, senators and cabinet 
ministers. Byng currently sits on the advisory board 
for NWCC’s School of Exploration & Mining and is 
a director of Bayside Mini Rugby. He has formerly 
served on the boards of Canada Place, Initiatives 
Prince George and Geoscience B.C. He has post 
graduate degrees from the University of Cambridge 
and the University of Wales (Aberystwyth). On 
weekends Byng collects bruises playing old boys 
rugby. He is married with two young children.

Contact:
604-488-2688
byng@imperialmetals.com

Imperial Metals’ experience 
with the environmental 
assessment process 
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Mike Bernier, Mayor of Dawson Creek

Mike Bernier was born and raised in North Vancouver 
and moved to Dawson Creek with his wife Valerie 
and their five children to work for Pacific Northern 
Gas in 1993. He has been the manager for PNG 
in the South Peace since 2002. Mike served as 
councillor in the city of Dawson Creek from 2005 to 
2008 prior to being elected mayor in November of 
2008 and re-elected in 2011. 

Mayor Bernier has been working to build a positive 
economic climate, working closely with industry 
and community members to create a balanced, 
sustainable future for the City of Dawson Creek. With 
20 years of experience in the natural gas industry, 
he is able to bring this knowledge to the table when 
dealing with industry and business. 

Mayor Bernier is a member of many committees and 
boards, including the Peace River Regional District, 
the B.C. Mayors Climate Leadership Council, the 
Community Energy Association and the Council of 
Resource Community Mayors. 

Contact:
mayorbernier@dawsoncreek.ca
250-784-3616

Perspectives on resource 
development from northeast BC
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Tara Marsden, Gitanyow Huwilp Lax’yip (Land 
Use) Implementation Coordinator

Fred Philpot, Consultant

The Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs and the British 
Columbia provincial government formally adopted 
the Gitanyow Lax’yip Land Use Plan in March 2012. 
The plan is a result of eight years of negotiations 
and three court cases regarding consultation on 
forestry activities. The plan’s goal is to ensure Wilp 
(House) sustainability and maintenance of ecosystem 
function, primarily in relation to forestry activity. 
Gitanyow is currently faced with unprecedented 
development proposals within the territory and 
adjacent to it, from the mining and energy sectors. 
Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs seek to advance and 
further develop the plan to address increased 
development pressures, and ensure that cumulative 
impacts are managed in accordance with Gitanyow 
Ayookxw (Law). 

The importance of cumulative 
effects to First Nations and 
the Gitanyow Land Use Plan
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Tara Marsden’s traditional name is Naxginkw, from 
the House of Gamlakyeltxw, Ganada (Frog) Clan.  
Tara holds a Master’s of Arts in Political Science, 
and a Bachelor’s of Arts in First Nations Studies. 
Tara is currently responsible for coordinating the 
implementation of the Gitanyow Lax’yip Land Use 
Plan for the Gitanyow Hereditary Chiefs Office. Tara 
has worked on consultation and natural resource 
management issues for First Nations, ENGOs, the 
University of Northern British Columbia, and the 
provincial government. Tara lives in Hagwilget with 
her husband and two-year-old daughter.

Contact:
PO Box 148
Kitwanga, BC, V0J 2A0
250-849-5373  
Tara.Marsden@gitanyowchiefs.com

Fred Philpot graduated from University of British 
Columbia in 1962 with a BSc in forestry. Fred worked 
for Columbia Cellulose Co. in Terrace from 1962-
68 as a Timbercruiser, Forestry Engineer, Assistant 
Logging Foreman, and Contract Supervisor. From 
1969 to present day Fred has worked as a Forestry 
Consultant for Philpot Forestry Services with clients 
from the forestry industry, First Nations, and 
government. Fred’s consulting services include forest 
engineering, silviculture, timber appraisals, and land 
use planning. Fred’s interests include sports fishing, 
hunting, photography, hiking, and canoeing.
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Stephanie Clarke
Director, Strategy Development and Foresight
Alberta Ministry of Environment

Alberta’s operating context continues to evolve. 
Renewed population and economic growth, shifting 
public expectations of governments, and an 
expanded global audience are placing new demands 
on the province’s natural ecosystems and resource 
management programs. These demands generate 
complex challenges that must be addressed; but 
they also present key opportunities to mature our 
natural resource and environmental management 
approach, to embrace a greater level of management 
transparency and to champion environmental 
stewardship on the world stage.

It is within this context that Alberta is advancing a 
cumulative effects management framework. This 
framework reflects a “plan-do-check” approach 
to setting, meeting and evaluating place-based 
outcomes. It employs a range of tools, resources 
and relationships to manage activities that affect 
the environment, economy and society across the 
province. 

In collaboration with its stakeholder community, the 
Government of Alberta has adopted an integrated 
approach to land use planning that considers 
the cumulative impacts of all activity at multiple 
spatial and temporal scales. Likewise, the province 
is actively transforming its policy and regulatory 
programs to adopt an outcomes-focused delivery 

Alberta’s institutional 
framework for cumulative 
effects management
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model, one that promotes effective and efficient 
place-based management.

These developments are complimented by the 
institution of a robust knowledge and performance 
management system designed to inform the 
assessment and management of cumulative 
effects. An open and scientifically credible 
monitoring, evaluation and reporting program is a 
key component of this system and serves as the 
foundation of Alberta’s institutional framework for 
cumulative effects management.   

Stephanie Clarke is responsible for formulating 
strategic intelligence, developing the department’s 
strategic roadmap and provincial environmental 
strategies, and leading transformational initiatives 
intended to evolve Alberta’s environmental 
management approach. Stephanie has a master’s 
degree in Political Science from Memorial University 
of Newfoundland. She has been with Alberta 
Environment and Sustainable Resource Development 
since 2005 and has held several positions since 
then, including a leadership role in the development 
and implementation of the Cumulative Effects 
Management System.

Contact:
14th fl Baker Centre
10025 - 106 Street
Edmonton, AB, T5J 1G4
780-422-1874 
stephanie.clarke@gov.ab.ca
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Marvin Eng, Manager, Special Investigations 
Forest Practices Board
The Forest Practices Board has growing concerns 
about the cumulative effects of resource use. In our 
work examining forest and range practices, it is often 
apparent that other activities are impacting the land 
base; activities not regulated under the Forest and 
Range Practices Act.

The board prepared a special report on cumulative 
effect assessment (CEA) and concluded that, while 
there are institutional and technical issues with 
CEA, the problems are not primarily about the 
methods of assessment; they are about the need 
for a comprehensive land management framework 
in which those methods could be used. It is clear 
to many that “making marginal improvements in a 
seriously flawed [CEA] system is unwarranted.”  

The Forest Practices Board believes that progress can 
be made if CEA is embedded in a land management 
framework designed to meet the objectives society 
has for values on the land. Such a framework 
requires mechanisms for: 1) articulating society’s 
values for the land and natural resources; 2) making 
decisions about the kinds and amounts of human 
activities that should take place on the land; 3) 
issuing private rights to public land and resources, 
within limits imposed by objectives; 4) assessing 
some proposed activities to ensure they will have 
minimum negative effect and maximum positive 
effect on values; and 5) using regular monitoring 
of actual activities and effects to improve the 
framework.

Cumulative effects:  
From assessment 
towards management
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Following an MSc at University of Regina, Marvin 
Eng was an environmental consultant in Alberta 
for 10 years. In 1989 he joined the B.C. Forest 
Service, Research Branch, to work on habitat supply 
modelling, decision support for land use planning and 
landscape ecology, focussing on natural disturbances. 
In 2006 Marvin joined the Forest Practices Board.

Contact:
3rd Floor, 1675 Douglas Street, Victoria, BC 
PO Box 9905 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria, BC, V8W 9R1 
250-356-1599
Marvin.Eng@gov.bc.ca 

Terry Glavin is an award-winning journalist, author 
and columnist for the Ottawa Citizen whose essays 
and books traverse anthropology, natural history, 
globalization and politics. His first book, A Death 
Feast in Dimlahamid, was set in the Skeena-Bulkley 
country. His current focus is on the rise of China, the 
oil industry, and foreign policy.

Evening program:
Terry Glavin
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James Casey, Freshwater Conservation Analyst
World Wildlife Fund

James Casey began his post-secondary education 
at the Northwest Community College (Prince Rupert 
campus) before moving to Montreal, Québec, where 
he completed his degree in Political Science. He 
is currently completing a master’s degree at the 
University of Northern British Columbia, with a 
concentration on the environmental protection of 
international rivers. Once James has graduated and 
has some free time, his dream is to take a long 
vacation through India with his beautiful wife. 

Contact:
604-678-5152 ext. 6505
jcasey@wwfcanada.org

Assessing the cumulative 
impacts of forestry activities 
in a forested landscape
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Ben Heemskerk, Project Manager
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource 
Operations

Ben Heemskerk recently started as the cumulative 
effects project manager in the Skeena Region for 
the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource 
Operations. He is currently co-leading the NW pilot 
for the Cumulative Effects Assessment Framework 
with Don Morgan, Ministry of Environment. 
Ben completed his degree in Natural Resource 
Management with a focus on Fish and Wildlife at 
the University of Northern British Columbia and 
is a Registered Professional Agrologist (PAg) and 
Biologist (RPBio). Ben has been involved in the 
natural resource community since 1994 including 
forest engineering, forest health, fish & wildlife 
management, forest ecology research, recreation 
and land use planning. When Ben is not working 
he is usually out recreating with his partner Leanne 
in B.C.’s beautiful backyard. His outdoor pursuits 
include running, cross-country skiing, backcountry 
skiing, rock climbing, mountaineering and mountain 
biking. 

Contact: 
Bag 5000
Smithers, BC, V0J 2N0
250-847-7387
Ben.Heemskerk@gov.bc.ca

Building a B.C. cumulative 
effects assessment framework: 
Northwest and Okanagan pilot projects
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Greg Knox, Executive Director
SkeenaWild Conservation Trust

This presentation will explore how the 
implementation of a collaborative salmon habitat 
monitoring program can increase our understanding 
and effectiveness at managing cumulative effects 
in the Skeena watershed. Such a program would 
use a suite of salmon habitat indictors to produce 
ongoing baseline status and trend monitoring data 
and analyses. Ideas on how such a program can be 
implemented, touching on data collection, analyses 
and storage, monitoring prioritization and expansion, 
and governance, and management integration will 
also be discussed. 

Greg Knox has worked as the Executive Director of 
SkeenaWild Conservation Trust since 2007, focusing 
on fisheries management and salmon habitat 
protection work in the Skeena. He has also been 
a board member with the Bulkley Valley Research 
Centre since 2010. Greg earned a BSc in Geography 
from the University of Northern British Columbia in 
2000, after which he worked as a certified fisheries 
technician and co-owned an ecotourism business. 
Greg recently completed a Masters in Environmental 
Management at Royal Roads University.

Contact: 
4505 Greig Avenue
Terrace,  BC, V8G 1M6
250-638-0998
gregk@skeenawild.org

Collaborative salmon habitat monitoring:
A tool to assist cumulative effects 
assessment in the Skeena Watershed
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Mike Ambach, Manager, North Coast Program
World Wildlife Fund
Ocean (underwater) noise is an emerging area of 
relevance to the broader study of cumulative effects 
and an emerging conservation issue for northwest 
B.C. Whales and other marine mammals, and even 
some fish, rely on the acoustic environment in a 
way that is analogous to their reliance on other 
habitat features. While the acute effects of noise 
in the marine environment from sources such as 
seismic, pile driving and construction are frequently 
featured within environmental assessments, less 
attention has been given to the cumulative levels of 
underwater noise from multiple and chronic sources 
and their resulting effects on habitats and the 
acoustic requirements of species. This presentation 
summarizes progress made in characterizing acoustic 
habitat in B.C. and identifies trends in anthropogenic 
noise. Regulatory and policy trends will be touched 
on, as well as solutions being explored in other 
jurisdictions, to better deal with issue of ocean noise 
pollution and its regulation.
Mike Ambach is from the B.C. interior and has 
a background ranging from arts and language 
teaching to international development and youth 
work. Experience in community development 
and education abroad led Mike to appreciate how 
communities’ social, environmental, and economic 
aspects are interdependent. Mike has an MA in Adult 
Education (Concordia University, 2001) and an MA in 
Environmental Studies (York University, 2006).
Contact:
250-624-3705 ext. 21  mambach@wwfcanada.org

Cumulative impacts in 
the marine environment: 
The story of ocean noise 
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Blair Ells, Geospatial Coordinator, FLNRO
Blair Ells is a geospatial coordinator with the Ministry 
of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations. 
He has been employed in geospatial technology 
for 10 years in federal, provincial and consulting 
capacities. He became interested in cartography and 
ecological systems during university and believes 
one of the biggest challenges facing resource 
management today is how to effectively translate 
research and knowledge into informed decision 
making. Blair is an avid reader of natural and ethno-
history of B.C., especially early exploration.

Barry G. Watson, MSc
Cumulative Effects Specialist, FLRNO
Barry Watson sees cumulative effects as a 
mechanism for sustainable development. He is 
a multidisciplinary integrator that sees social, 
economic and ecosystem values as a means to deal 
with “wicked problems.” Establishing a “Data and 
Knowledge Ethic” is fundamental to an organization’s 
ability to effectively leverage its collective knowledge 
experience to influence resource management 
decision makers. Barry is actively working on the 
“how” of cumulative effects and is particularly 
interested in applying ecological economic principles.

David de Wit, Natural Resources Manager
Office of the Wet’suwet’en — see bio, page 2.

Greg Knox, Executive Director
SkeenaWild Conservation Trust — see bio, page 42.

Panel discussion: 
How do we collect, store, and make 
resource data accessible for the long term?
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Marvin Eng, Manager, Special Investigations 
Forest Practices Board — see bio, page 29.

Lorne Greig, ESSA Technologies — see bio, page 21.

Tara Marsden
Gitanyow Huwilp Lax’yip (Land Use) 
Implementation Coordinator — see bio, page 35.

Fred Philpot, Consultant — see bio, page 35.

Moderated by Ben Heemskerk, Cumulative 
Effects Project Manager, FLNRO — see bio, page 41.

Closing remarks:
Don Morgan, Conference Chair

Moderated by Johanna Pfalz, Eclipse GIS
Johanna Pfalz, BSc, is currently an independent con-
sultant with Eclipse GIS in Smithers, providing GIS 
services to the natural resource sector within north-
west B.C. Prior to working as a consultant for the 
past six years, Johanna spent 10 years working with 
the provincial government in GIS. Prior to moving to 
Smithers, Johanna worked as a database administra-
tor for a biomedical research and development com-
pany. Over the past 15 years Johanna has worked 
extensively in land use planning and monitoring in 
northwest B.C. Her recent work has focused exten-
sively on cumulative effects and land use plan moni-
toring related to the Skeena Watershed. 

Panel discussion: 
How do we incorporate cumulative effects 
results into decision making?
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Special thanks to 
our session moderators...
Don Morgan, Conference Chair — see bio, page 1.

Nathan Cullen, Skeena-Bulkley Valley MP — see 
bio, page 7.

Cristina Soto, Environmental Consultant 
Cristina Soto is a marine biologist and social 
scientist with a PhD in Resource and Environmental 
Management from Simon Fraser University. She 
works as an environmental consultant, facilitator, and 
project manager. She is currently writing a book on 
Local Knowledge in Natural Resource Management. 
Cristina has been on the Board of West Coast 
Environmental Law since 2008.

David Hatler
Wildeor Wildlife Research & Consulting — see bio, 
page 29.

Alison Beal
Wildeor Wildlife Research & Consulting
Alison Beal has a background in strategic 
communications with expertise in the fur trade, 
wildlife conservation, and wildlife conflict.  She is 
co-author of Carnivores of British Columbia, trapper 
education manuals for British Columbia and Alberta, 
and of B.C.’s Furbearer Management Guidelines. 
Alison is a consultant and occasional field assistant, 
living near Telkwa.
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From the Bulkley Valley Research Centre 
and our conference partners, 

thanks for attending 
Adding It All Up: 

Balancing Benefits and Effects of 
Resource Development.

Jill Dunbar, Conference Coordinator

Rick Budhwa, Research Program Manager

Kirsteen Laing, Administrative Manager

Amanda Follett, Communications Coordinator

Heidi Havdale, Logistics Coordinator
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